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Part: A 

1: You place /usr on a separate disk from the root disk to _______. 

A.improve application performance 

B.minimize I/O contention for OS files and libraries 

C.allow for faster crash dump saves 

D.provide better security for user files and programs 

Correct Answers: B 

 

2: What is the minimum total system disk storage required to install and run Tru64 UNIX V5? 

A.1GB 

B.2GB 

C.4GB 

D.9GB 

Correct Answers: A 

 

3: Which console command performs an interactive boot? 

A.boot /r5:1 

B.boot -fl i 

C.boot -fl interactive 

D.boot -I 

Correct Answers: B 

 

4: Which situation requires an SRM firmware upgrade? 

A.A new Tru64 UNIX operating system is installed. 

B.A new hardware option is installed. 

C.The operating system Release Notes indicate that a firmware version upgrade is required. 

D.The current firmware release notes indicate that the version supports the UNIX installation or 

upgrade. 

Correct Answers: C 

 

5: Which console variable controls the run level at boot time? 

A.bootdef_dev 

B.boot_osflags 

C.boot_flags 

D.auto_action 

Correct Answers: B 

 

6: Which console command boots an alternate kernel? 

A.boot -fl 0 

B.boot -fl i 

C.boot -S 

D.boot -fl alternate 

Correct Answers: B 



 

7: Select the swap configuration that is the most appropriate for large database configurations. 

A.single swap partition on the root disk 

B.multiple swap partitions on a single disk 

C.multiple swap partitions on database disks 

D.multiple swap partitions on multiple non-data disks 

Correct Answers: D 

 

8: Which is the most important factor in deciding the size of the /usr file system? 

A.size of total physical memory 

B.size of /vmunix 

C.number of optional subsets being installed 

D.number of disks on the system 

Correct Answers: C 

 

9: Which Tru64 UNIX V5 feature eliminates the need to calculate the size of file systems prior to 

installation? 

A.Dynamic File System Partitioning 

B.Dynamic Disk Partitioning 

C.Dynamic Configuration 

D.Dynamic Device Recognition 

Correct Answers: B 

 

10: Which utility is used to configure or modify the networking software? 

A.lprsetup 

B.sysman 

C.nissetup 

D.netsetup 

Correct Answers: B 

 

 


